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each employed person of a region. Inequality is therefore used as a synonym for these disparities or differences in this context.

5. Results
Figure 5 shows how inequalities in regional economic activity in the EU
have evolved over time with each subsequent wave of enlargement. We
observe a trend of slowly rising disparities in the core Member States (EU12 and EU-15, corresponding to the enlargement rounds in 1993 and
1995) and a drastic increase in inequality with the addition of new Member
States for each phase of European expansion. New Member States appear to catch up – we observe shrinking inequality until the crisis sets in in
2009. Following the recession, this process of convergence is slowed
down – however this is due to rising employment disparities in the core
Member States, as we will show in the next section.
Now we turn to the decomposition of the Theil index into its geographical
hierarchical components: figures 6 and 7 compare the contributions to
total inequality of differences between countries with the contribution of regional disparities. We observe very different drivers of disparities: for EU12, it is differences between regions that drive total disparities, whereas for
EU-27, is is differences between Member States. Furthermore, the Theil
index for EU-12 has risen quite significantly since 2009, while the Theil for
EU-27 is relatively constant, suggesting a different evolution of disparities
for different country groups.
Austria, Finland and Sweden joining the EU does not change much in
terms of inequality, as EU-12 and EU-15 have an extremely similar evolution and comparable overall level of economic development between
countries. As we turn to looking at EU-27 (after the enlargement round of
2007) in Figure 7, however, we see that the substantial jump in total inequality in Figure 5 is mostly due to differences between countries, that
seem to be the driver of the trend in the overall Theil index, while withincountry contributions are relatively stable. With Romania and Bulgaria
joining the EU in 2007, the between-country contribution is further exacerbated, given the currently very heterogeneous levels of development of
EU Member States.
To examine the evolution of regional disparities within countries, we calculate individual Theil indexes for selected Member States (Figure 8). We
observe shrinking disparities in economic activity for some core countries
such as Germany, Austria, Belgium or Portugal. Nevertheless, the tendency is towards increasing levels of regional inequality, which is most
dramatic in Eastern European countries such as Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Slovakia. Overall, increases in regional disparities are wide177
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spread throughout the EU, painting a heterogeneous picture of the Union
and indicating a tendency towards polarisation within countries as well.
Figure 4: Development of the overall Theil index in the EU

Figure 5: Development of the overall Theil index in the EU-12,
shares of contributions by between- and by within-country
differences
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Figure 6: Development of the overall Theil index in the EU-27, shares
of contributions by between- and by within-country differences

Figure 7: Evolution of regional disparities

The figure below shows the contribution of each region to the respective
country’s Theil index for EU-27. Regions in dark gray contribute positively
to the index, that is, the regional share of total country GVA is higher than
the population share. Regions in light grey contribute negatively and have
a higher share of population relative to their share of GVA. It becomes apparent that production activities are thus rather concentrated spatially in a
small number of regions within most countries (frequently the capital),
where the share of gross value added exceeds the region’s share of total
population. This is the case for France, the UK, Bulgaria, Greece, the
Czech Republic, Denmark, Sweden and Finland for example, while Germany, Italy, Spain, Poland and Austria have a less spatially concentrated
distribution of production activities, over a larger number of regions.
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Figure 8: Regional contributions to each country’s Theil index
(2014 data)

5.1 Employment and productivity
The distribution of inequality in the European Union can also be decomposed into an employment and a productivity effect. Some interesting conclusions arise. In Figure 10, we observe an ascending trend in inequality
for countries belonging to the old EU „core“, which is most pronounced for
EU-12, and to a slightly lesser extent, EU-15.
The traditional driver of total inequality between countries and regions is
productivity. However, the gap between productivity and employment has
narrowed significantly in recent years, and has even been closed for EU-12
and EU-15 countries, with employment effects becoming the main source
of inequality. This indicates that the countries belonging to the old EU core
have been affected most by employment effects, in particular following the
financial crisis of 2007. While disparities in productivity are decreasing in
recent years for EU-12 and EU-15 regions, they have remained almost unchanged, whereas the distribution of employment is becoming more unequal, in a manner significant enough to drive total inequality to rise.
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Figure 9: Evolution of the labour productivity and the employment
components of the Theil index for EU-12 countries

Figure 10: Evolution of the labour productivity and the employment
components of the Theil index for EU-27 countries

If we analyse inequality for EU-25 and EU-27 countries (Figure 11), we
can observe a very different trend in the evolution of inequality. With the
ascension of former Communist countries, total inequality rose significantly, only to immediately start decreasing until 2009. Employment effects are gaining significance and driving inequality upwards, but the main
source of disparities is still productivity, highlighting the large differences
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between Eastern Europe and the core. We can see that Romania and Bulgaria joining the EU had an immediate effect on productivity disparities,
which increased in absolute terms and are now still thrice as large as the
employment component. As it is apparent from subsequent years, there is
a pronounced tendency for convergence in productivity levels and increasing divergence in employment.
Figure 11: Contributions of productivity and employment
components to the between-country Theil index for EU-15 countries

5.2 Employment and productivity trends
between and within countries
Productivity differences between countries used to be the main drivers of
inequality, and until 2007, they have increased among the EU-15 members, as seen in Figure 12. After 2007, differences in productivity slowly
decrease, while the contribution of employment increases dramatically,
driving the rise of overall inequality between EU-15 member states.
Within-country inequality in EU-15 states is driven by employment differences, followed closely by productivity. Regional inequalities tend to decrease from 1999, only to begin rising in 2006. This trend is mainly due to
developments in employment disparities, while the productivity contribution has been fluctuating around a relatively stable level.
Inequality between the EU-27 countries is mainly driven by differences in
productivity, as seen in Figure 13; nevertheless, its share is decreasing,
while employment played an increasingly significant role in recent years,
cancelling out the productivity catching-up effects. Within-country inequali182
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Figure 12: Contributions of productivity and employment
components to the within-country Theil index for EU-15 countries

Figure 13: Contributions of productivity and employment
components to between-country for EU-27 countries

ties (Figure 14) are much smaller than between-country inequalities in
terms of the Theil-index, and, similar to what we observed for EU-15, employment and productivity contribute to a comparable extent – employment explains more of within-country inequalities than productivity gaps,
with its role recently gaining importance. The crisis and rising employment
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disparities have not affected countries equally, and neither the regions
within single countries. It remains to be seen if this will change again as
economies recover from the crisis, or if it represents a change in trends.
Overall, looking at the EU-27, disparities between countries are still mostly
driven by differences in productivity, while within-country inequality seems
to remain relatively constant over time (slightly higher values for EU-27
than for EU-15, yet both ranges of values remain comparable over time).
Figure 14: Contributions of productivity and employment
components to within-country differences for EU-27 countries

Despite the share of productivity-induced inequality decreasing in recent
years, it is worth taking a closer look at the evolution of productivity disparities on a regional level. In Figure 15, we calculate the Theil index for selected countries and find a dramatic increase of the already high regional
disparities in Romania. Significant increases in inequality also took place
in Slovakia, Bulgaria, Hungary, the UK and Greece. Furthermore, regional
productivity disparities have increased in Ireland, Denmark, Sweden and
Finland as well, although to a lesser extent. Only a few countries have
more evenly distributed productivity values now than in the past: The most
drastic decrease in inequality took place in Portugal, followed by Czech
Republic, Italy, Germany, Slovenia, Austria and the Netherlands. This suggests that the evolution of regional productivity disparities within countries
has been very heterogeneous across the EU, and that similar or neighbouring countries did not necessarily develop in the same way. The catching-up process of regions with low levels of productivity is not uniform, but
rather fragmented and follows diverging trajectories.
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Figure 15: Labour productivity differences within selected countries
in 2004 and 2014

6. Conclusions
Our research highlights the strong increase in economic activity accompanying each EU enlargement wave (with the exception of the EU-15 1995
enlargement). It is clear that the European Union nowadays is a much
more fragmented, heterogeneous political and economic entity than it
would have been, had it maintained the same Member State composition
as in the 1990s. Nevertheless, we observe a decreasing trend in overall inequality following each EU enlargement phase, a trend that is not apparent
for the core countries. This descending trend however cannot keep pace
with the EU expansion process; convergence may be happening, but at a
comparatively much slower speed and in many cases at the cost of rising
inequality within countries.
Existing research generally points towards convergence on a between
countries level, and increasing divergences between regions within countries. We verify this hypothesis and find this to be the case for core countries (EU-12 and EU-15), where within-country inequality is responsible for
a higher share of total inequality than the between-country component.
Nevertheless, differences between countries are also increasing, pushing
total inequality upwards. We find this to be mainly driven by rising disparities in the employment rate. As regards subsequent EU enlargement
waves, we find a reversed relationship, with disparities for total EU-25 and
EU-27 inequality being mainly explained by the between-country component and large variations in productivity levels between countries.
In terms of regional inequality within countries, we find that on an aggregate level, employment effects are to a larger extent responsible for re185

